ABSTRACT The resolution limitation is a main problem in the time-reversed field shaping system. In this paper, a subwavelength field shaping approach is proposed by combining time reversal (TR) technique and defective resonant metasurfaces. The subwavelength 2D and 3D field patterns can be effectively realized in both single-target and multi-target field-shaping systems. The resolution in both single-target and multi-target field-shaping systems aided with defective metasurfaces is approximately 0.1 λ, which is corresponding to the dimension of the applied metasurface cell. The proposed technique can be used for wireless power transfer, industrial heating, and localized wireless communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time reversal (TR) waves can self-adaptively focus to a speckle through complex media without transmission matrix measurement [1] - [3] . Therefore, TR technique has been used to build several novel systems by controlling electromagnetic waves both in space domain and time domain, such as super-resolution systems, high-capacity transmission systems, and cloak imaging systems [4] - [7] .
Recently, the field shaping technique was proposed based on the self-adaptive focusing characteristic of TR waves [8] - [12] , which can be used for wireless power transfer, industrial heating, localized wireless communications, and so on. In [9] , some 2D TR field shaping examples were firstly experimentally demonstrated in a metallic cavity. In [10] and [11] , the TR field shaping approach was used to generate given 3D field intensity distributions in a nonhomogeneous scenario. In [12] , the TR field shaping was realized by using an efficient sub-gridded finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method for electrically large targets.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Pu-Kun Liu. However, the resolution of the mentioned TR field shaping examples cannot be much beyond half wavelength and TR subwavelength field shaping has not been realized, which greatly limits the performance of TR field shaping. For example, in wireless power transfer and heating systems, the resolution limitation may cause energy wasting and device damaging; in localized wireless communications systems, the resolution limitation may induce interference between adjacent receivers. Therefore, realizing subwavelength field shaping can significantly improve the performance of TR technique.
Recent research indicates that there are localized modes at the defective positions of photonic crystals, metamaterials, and metasurfaces [13] - [15] . The localized modes at the defects of metasurfaces can limit field within defective positions [16] , [17] , which provides a probability to realize the TR subwavelength field shaping.
In this paper, a defective metasurfaces based TR subwavelength field shaping approach (DM-TR-SFSA) is proposed. Firstly, procedures of DM-TR-SFSA are summarized and TR focusing characteristic of DM-TR-SFSA is analyzed. Then, some TR subwavelength field shaping examples are introduced. The resolution in both single-target and multi-target field shaping systems aided with defective metasurfaces is approximately 0.1λ, which indicates an excellent subwavelength field shaping performances can be realized.
II. TR SUBWAVELENGTH FIELD SHAPING WITH DEFECTIVE METASURFACES A. PROCEDURES OF DM-TR-SFSA
The schematic diagram of DM-TR-SFSA is shown in Fig. 1 . For an arbitrary expected field ( Fig. 1 shows an L-shaped target), procedures of DM-TR-SFSA can be summarized in the following: (1) Configuration: The region of the expected shaping field and its surrounding area are discretized into some uniformly spaced grids. Some source antennas are placed at the grids of the expected shaping field one by one and resonant meta-cells are placed near each source antenna. The resonant meta-cell and source antenna can be designed together as a whole and placed at the same position as required. Some non-resonant meta-cells are placed Radiation spectrum and (c) field distributions at 3.55 GHz of the SRR excited with a subwavelength ring antenna. The SRR and ring antenna are printed on two sides of the substrate, respectively. When the SRR is at on-status, the subwavelength ring antenna can generate a significant radiation peak at around 3.55 GHz; when the SRR is at off-status, there is not obvious radiation peak in the range from 2 GHz to 5 GHz.
at the grids corresponding to expected shaping field's surrounding area. (2) Detecting process: The source antennas in the expected area radiate a detecting signal simultaneously and the detecting signal is recorded by the antennas around field-shaping region, which are called time reversal mirror (TRM) antennas. (3) Field shaping process: The recorded signals are time-reversed and re-transmitted by TRM antennas and the time-reversed waves will focus to the expected area after propagating though the identical environments. In detecting process, electromagnetic waves generated by source antennas in the expected area can propagate to far field with the aid of resonant metasurfaces [18] , [19] . In the field shaping process, the time-reversed waves can focus to the expected area due to the self-adaptively focusing characteristic of time-reversed waves [2] - [7] and the focused field can be limited within a subwavelength area, because resonant meta-cells can be considered as defects in the metasurfaces composed of non-resonant meta-cells [13] - [17] .
A common resonant structure, the split-ring resonator (SRR), is designed and used to demonstrate the proposed subwavelength field shaping approach, as shown in Fig. 2 . The substrate has a thickness of 0.5 mm and a relative permittivity of 4.6. The SRR element is square and its side-length is 10 mm, about 0.1λ at the operating 84630 VOLUME 7, 2019 frequency 3.55 GHz. There is a switchable gap in the middle of the SRR. When the switch is on, the SRR can resonate at around 3.55 GHz. The radiation spectrum and field distributions of the SRR excited with a subwavelength ring antenna are shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) , respectively. The SRR and a subwavelength ring antenna are printed on two sides of a substrate, respectively. The resonant frequency of the fundamental mode of the ring antenna is above 20 GHz, therefore, the ring antenna without on-SRR can only generate evanescent waves at 3.55 GHz, as a subwavelength source. From Fig. 2(b) , we can see that when the SRR is at on-status (SRR without the middle gap), there is a significant radiation peak at around 3.55 GHz; when the SRR is at off-status (SRR with the middle gap), there is no obvious radiation peak in the range from 2 GHz to 5 GHz. The surface currents on on-SRR and off-SRR are strong and weak, respectively. We can clearly see the resonance of on-SRR at 3.55 GHz from the field distribution shown in Fig. 2 
(c).
For a given field-shaping target, a metasurface with specific resonant meta-cells and non-resonant meta-cells can be used and it is not necessary to switch the statues of meta-cells. Therefore, we used the SRR without a middle gap as the resonant meta-cell and used the SRR with a middle gap as the non-resonant meta-cell to realize TR field shaping examples. It is worth mentioning that a metasurface with switchable meta-cells may be used for arbitrary field shaping targets and the PIN diode is a good choice for the realization of the switchable meta-cells [20] , [21] . The detailed operation process and field shaping results are introduced in the next section.
B. TR SUBWAVELENGTH SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL FOCUSING WITH DEFECTIVE METASURFACES
To compare the performances of the TR field shaping systems with and without defective metasurfaces, a typical simple TR focusing example (a spot field) is performed using CST microwave studio, as shown in Fig. 3 . Based on the procedures of DM-TR-SFSA, an on-SRR with a subwavelength ring antenna is placed at the position of the expected spot-shaped field in a defective metasurface composed of 8 × 8 meta-cells and the meta-cells except the expected position are all off-SRRs, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The defective metasurface is surrounded by 8 TRM dipole antennas with a distance of 5 λ to demonstrate the TR far-field focusing performance, which λ is the free-space wavelength corresponding to 3.55 GHz. The operation frequency band of the applied TRM antenna includes 3.55 GHz. In detecting process, the subwavelength ring antenna can radiate a detecting signal with the aid of the on-SRR resonating at 3.55 GHz. In field shaping process, time-reversed waves focus to the position of on-SRR, i.e., the position of the expected spot. The TR focused magnetic field distributions at 3.55 GHz with and without defective metasurfaces are shown in Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c) , respectively. From these figures, we can see that the TR focusing field only distributes at the target position in the system with defective metasurfaces because the field of SRR's resonant mode is effectively limited within a subwavelength defective area and the TR focusing spot in the system without defective metasurfaces is much larger than one grid. The half-widths of the TR focusing spots in the systems with and without defective metasurfaces are approximately 0.1λ and 0.5λ, respectively, which indicates that an excellent TR subwavelength focusing can be obtained by using the DM-TR-SFSA.
In addition to the spatial focusing characteristic, temporal focusing is another important characteristic of TR waves. To show the temporal focusing performance of the field shaping system with defective metasurfaces, 7 additional subwavelength ring antennas are printed on the opposite side of 7 off-SRRs near the exiting subwavelength ring antenna shown in Fig. 3(a) to receive signals at the positions outside the expected area, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Note that there is still only one on-SRR at the position of expected spot and all the other SRRs are at off-status, i.e., the status of each SRR is the same as that in Fig. 3(a) . The distance between adjacent subwavelength ring antennas is approximately 0.1λ corresponding to 3.55 GHz, which is the resonant frequency of on-SRR. The 8 subwavelength ring antennas from left to right are (a) Geometry of simulated system. An on-SRR is printed at the position of expected spot field and all the other SRRs are at off-status, the status of each SRR is the same as that in Fig. 3(a) . noted as Antenna −3, Antenna −2, Antenna −1, Antenna 0, Antenna +1, Antenna +2, Antenna +3, Antenna +4, respectively; their positions are noted as P − 3, P − 2, P − 1, P0, P+1, P+2, P+3, P+4, respectively. Antenna 0 is the source antenna at the expected position with on-SRR; the other antennas are contrastive antennas at unexpected positions with off-SRRs. Therefore, we can compare the received signals at the expected position and unexpected positions by using the 8 subwavelength ring antennas. The dimensions of the SRR and subwavelength ring antenna are shown in Fig. 2 . The TRM configuration in the example is the same as that in Fig. 3(a) . As a contrast to the case with defective metasurfaces, 8 subwavelength ring antennas are printed on a substrate without defective metasurface, as shown in the inserted figure in Fig. 4(c) . The TR processes are performed as follows: (1) subwavelength ring antennas (source antennas) generate a detecting signal with a frequency spectrum from 3.05 GHz to 4.05 GHz; (2) TRM antennas receive the detecting signal; (3) operating TR transformation to the received signal of each TRM antenna; (4) TRM antennas re-transmit the time-reversed signals simultaneously; (5) the time-reversed signals will be received by 8 subwavelength ring antennas.
The absolute value of normalized TR focused signals received by 8 subwavelength ring antennas with and without defective SRR metasurfaces are shown in Fig. 4(b) and Fig.4(c) , respectively. From these figures, we can see that the TR signal has temporal focusing characteristic at the source position no matter whether the system is associated with defective metasurfaces or not. When the 8 subwavelength ring antennas are associated with defective SRR metasurfaces, the focused signal received by Antenna 0 (source port, at P 0 ) is much stronger than the others even when the port distance is only 0.1λ. When there is no defective metasurfaces, the focused signals received by Antenna 0 and its adjacent antennas have similar amplitudes.
To clearly compare the TR focusing performances with and without defective metasurfaces, normalized amplitudes of the TR focused signals received by 8 ring antennas are shown in Fig. 4(d) . The abscissa values are the positions of 8 ring antennas. From Fig. 4(d) , we can see that subwavelength focusing can be significantly enhanced by associating TR technique with defective metasurfaces and defective metasurfaces can limit TR temporal focusing field within a subwavelength defective area.
C. TR SUBWAVELENGTH EXTENDED FIELD SHAPING WITH DEFECTIVE METASURFACES
The proposed method aided with defective metasurfaces is appropriate for TR extended field shaping, as shown in Fig. 5,  Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 . An extended U-shaped area composed of 10 subwavelength ring antennas is associated with a defective metasurface in Fig. 5(a) . The SRR cells over 10 ring antennas are at on-status and the others are at off-status. The 10 subwavelength ring antennas in the U-shaped array transmit detecting signals simultaneously so that they can be considered as an extended target. The TR field shaping process and configuration for extended targets are the same as that for the spot target in Fig. 3 . The frequency-domain TR focusing scene with 8 TRM antennas is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The operation frequency band of the applied TRM antenna includes 3.55 GHz.
The TR field-shaping pattern at 3.55 GHz corresponding to the U-shape target with defective metasurfaces is shown in Fig. 5(c) . The TR focusing speckles are only located at the positions of the subwavelength ring antennas in the expected U-shaped area and the position of U-shaped target can be clearly distinguished from the focusing pattern.
The TR focusing progress is shown in the Supplementary Video. The U-shaped focusing pattern can be clearly recognized from the video in a relatively long period around the focusing time T = 8.58ns and the dynamical focusing field evolution has relatively obvious periodicity, similar to the interference evolution of single-frequency waves. We know that, the TR focusing of wideband pulses occurs at a certain time point and the TR focusing of single-frequency continuous waves remains with a specific interference pattern. In this field shaping example, the applied resonant meta-cell only has a narrow radiation band around 3.55 GHz, as shown in Fig. 2 , the feeding pulse will be filtered by the resonant meta-cells, therefore, the detecting signals received by TRM antennas are narrow-band and the TR waves in the field shaping process are narrow-band. In a word, narrow-band TR focusing is applied in the proposed approach and the shaped field can exist in a relatively long period.
The DM-TR-SFSA can also be used for multi-target subwavelength field shaping. To show the multi-target field shaping performance, a UESTC-shaped target composed of 50 subwavelength ring antennas is applied, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The SRR cells over UESTC shape are at on-status and the others are at off-status. After the same processes performed for Fig. 5 , the TR focusing pattern can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . From Fig. 6(b) , we can see that the UESTC can be recognized from the pattern clearly, which demonstrates the effectiveness of DM-TR-SFSA for multi-target subwavelength field shaping.
The DM-TR-SFSA can also be used for 3D field shaping, an example is shown in Fig. 7 . The 3D target in Fig. 7(a) is composed of two L-shapes in xz plane (Plane A) and yz plane (Plane B). The two L-shapes have a common branch along z direction. The aided defective SRR metasurfaces have four layers and the distance between adjacent layers is 5 mm, approximately 0.06λ, where λ is the free-space wavelength corresponding to 3.55 GHz. The 10 red cones in Fig. 7(a) indicate the positions of the subwavelength ring antennas and on-SRRs, the other SRR cells are at off-status. Similar to the TRM configuration of 2D field shaping, 8 TRM dipole antennas are placed on a circle around the metasurfaces in xy plane. The distance between each TRM antenna and the metasurfaces is set as 5λ. After the TR field-shaping processes introduced in this paper, TR focusing magnetic field distributions at 3.55 GHz in Plane A and Plane B are shown in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c) , respectively. The positions of L-shaped targets can be clearly distinguished from the focusing patterns in Plane A and Plane B, which demonstrates the effectiveness of DM-TR-SFSA for 3D subwavelength field shaping.
D. DISCUSSION OF RESOLUTION
Resolution of the proposed approach is related to the dimension of applied meta-cells, which can be further improved by miniaturizing the dimension of applied meta-cells. For example, a miniaturized SRR cell with a ring source is shown in Fig. 8 . The on-SRR can resonate at 2.48 GHz. The side length of the meta-cell is 10 mm, approximate 0.08λ, where λ is the wavelength corresponding to 2.48 GHz. A U-shaped TR focusing pattern with the assist of the miniaturized SRR cells is shown in Fig. 8(c) . The position of the U-shaped target can be clearly distinguished from the focusing pattern and the resolution of the focusing pattern is approximately 0.08λ.
Some TR field-shaping references are summarized in Table 1 . From this table, we can see that the minimum target distances of existing works are approximately 0.4λ to 1λ although dozens of TRM antennas are used, because no approaches are used to break the resolution limitation. In this work, the resolution of 2D and 3D TR field-shaping patterns can be significantly improved by using defective metasurfaces in both single-target and multi-target fieldshaping systems with fewer TRM antennas. The resolution in the system aided with defective metasurfaces is approximately 0.1λ, which is related to the cell dimension of applied defective metasurfaces.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
From the above results, we can see that the DM-TR-SFSA can be used for several kinds of field shaping scenes based on the subwavelength field-limitation effect of defective metasurfaces, which has been numerically verified in last sections. Next, the subwavelength field-limitation effect of defective metasurfaces on TR focusing field is experimentally demonstrated.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9(a) . The arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AWG7122B) and digital serial analyzer (Tektronix DSA72004B) are used in the experiment to generate and analyze signals, respectively. Due to the available channel number of our digital serial analyzer, only three subwavelength ring antennas are used in the experiment to compare received signals at the expected position and unexpected positions, as shown in the enlarged picture in Fig. 9(a) . Similar to the configuration in Fig. 4 , only one SRR associated with a subwavelength ring antenna at the expected position is at on-status and the other SRRs are at off-status. Two additional subwavelength ring antennas are printed on the opposite side of the two off-SRRs near the expected position to record the received signals at unexpected positions. The ports of the three subwavelength ring antennas are noted as Port −1, Port 0, and Port +1, respectively. Port 0 is the source port at the expected position with on-SRR; Port −1 and Port +1 are contrastive ports at unexpected positions with off-SRRs. Each subwavelength ring antenna is connected to an input port of digital serial analyzer through a thin cable. A monopole is used as TRM antenna and connected to arbitrary waveform generator through a power amplifier. In above simulations, 8 TRM antennas are used to provide lager effective aperture and collect rich multi-path information. However, only one TRM antenna can be used in the experiment setup because only one output port is available in our arbitrary waveform generator. Therefore, we put TRM antenna and subwavelength ring antennas associated with defective metasurfaces in a metallic cavity to generate rich multi-path and increase the effective field-of-view aperture of TRM antenna, which is a common practical method in TR experiments to collect much information with few TRM antennas [7] , [22] , [23] .
The experimental procedures are as follows: (1) generate a 3.05-4.05 GHz modulated Gaussian pulse (detecting signal) using arbitrary waveform generator, and transmit it through a power amplifier and TRM antenna; (2) record the detecting signal received by the source antenna (Port 0) after it propagating through multi-path channel using digital serial analyzer; (3) time-reverse the recorded detecting signal using computer and transmit the time-reversed signal through TRM antenna; (4) record TR focusing signals from all the three ports. The normalized TR focusing signals received by three ports in the defective metasurface are shown in Fig. 9(b) . The signals from Port 0 and Port +1 are respectively shifted upward by 2 units and 4 units in order to clearly compare the TR signals received by different ports. From Fig. 9(b) , we can see that the TR focusing signal received by source port (Port 0) has a relatively obvious TR focusing peaks and has much higher amplitude than the signals received by the other ports at unexpected positions, which demonstrates the subwavelength field-limitation effect of defective metasurfaces on TR focusing field.
IV. CONCLUSION
A TR subwavelength field-shaping approach is proposed in this paper. The resolution of TR field shaping patterns can be effectively increased by using defective metasurfaces in single-target and multi-target field shaping systems. The resolution in the system aided with defective metasurfaces is approximately 0.1λ, which indicates that an excellent subwavelength field shaping performance can be obtained. The proposed technique can be used for the wireless power transfer, industrial heating, and localized wireless communications.
